Green Map System Engages the New Generation, in School and After

GreenMap.org/youth
Youth Mapping to address problems and create new opportunities for community

Elizabeth Watershed NJ  Green Map

Future City Inc. with Rutgers Landscape Arch students
Students have made Green Map murals, videos, plays, songs, theses and essays.

Havana, Cuba

Permanent Mural with All Generations

Pereira, Colombia

Portable Mural Created and Presented by Students
We have worked with more than a dozen NYC classes and educator groups as well as youth and community groups, such as Recycle A Bicycle, who have created their own inspiring Green Maps.
Energy & Environment Exploration Modules
Piloted in 2007, Completed in 2008

Each 6 page module includes mapping, vocabulary, research, essays and projects to spur youth engagement in their neighborhoods.
Download the modules & educator guide today!

We’re planning an exciting new way to share your outcomes, too!

Global: GreenMap.org/youth
NYC: GreenAppleMap.org/page/modules
Coming soon!
Green Teens Green Map!
You can include the school's mission statement along with its sustainability practices. Up to 6 Green Map Icons can be selected.
Your students can add their own images and videos any time, especially their Green Maps!

Each year, student involvement in the greening process can be highlighted through their visual expressions. Each will include the name of the student, staff member or parent who submitted it.
How has the greening of your school impacted the students?

A color-coded bar graph will display the outcomes of the school’s progress from the individual’s perspective, with corresponding comments.

Since our school was teaching us about gardening, I got my family interested in growing vegetables too. Now, we have started a growing club in our neighborhood, sharing tools and ideas!
Learning with Green Mapmaking Tools includes these take-aways:

Planning & Visioning
Experiential & Service Learning
Topic-specific Learning
Tech, Communications & Ecological Literacy
Analytic and Visual Expression Skill-building
Cross-culture Appreciation & Exchange
Voice Opinion on Current Issues
Orientation to New (or new parts of the) Community
Participation in Mega Events
Create a Lasting Record of Change
Special thanks to Con Edison and NYC Environmental Fund!

Contact: apple@greenmap.org
212 674 1631

find out more at GreenAppleMap.org/page/greenteens